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Why Do We Care?

 Studies of other planetary systems greatly
enhance our understanding of our own
planetary system – especially its origin
and evolution

 We would like to find Earth-like planets
and look there for extra-solar life

 Are we alone? Great philosophical and
religious implications



Exoplanets Background

 The concept used to be theoretical – there
OUGHT to be other planets

 First discovery of a presumed exoplanet in
1988 was not believed (but was true)

 Since the first confirmed discovery in
1995, the rate of discovery has exploded

 Now over 1000 planetary systems are
confirmed – containing nearly1800 planets



Exoplanets

 75% of the known exoplanets are Jupiter-
Neptune like (giant gas planets)

 This is a selection effect, since all current
discovery techniques favor planets that
are large and/or massive

 Selection effect also for close-in, rapidly
moving planets

 The real interest is, of course, in detecting
Earth-like planets



Exoplanets

 The fact that any Earth-sized planets have
been found at all speaks to the ubiquity of
other Earths

 A statistical analysis of the number of
Earth-like planets detected indicates one-
in-five stars like the sun have such
planets. That could mean 9 billion
possible Earth twins in our galaxy.



Exoplanet Discovery Techniques

 Radial Velocity

 Gravitational Microlensing

 Planetary Transit

 Circumstellar Disks

 Direct Imaging

 Astrometry

 Pulsar Timing

 Speckle Interferometry

 Eclipsing binary timing

 Orbital phase of reflected
light

 Polarization

 Stellar Atmospheric
Contamination

All observational techniques suffer from the problem of detecting a
true, very weak signal in a very noisy environment



Radial Velocity Discovery

 When we observe near the orbital plane of
the system with a spectrometer, we see
velocity changes along the line-of-sight
(radial velocity)



A star-planet system observed edge-on



We observe a change in the velocity of the star
along the line of site as it orbits about the
barycenter of the system. Here we see the star
HD164922 oscillating by about 8 meters/second
in about 4 years.



Radial Velocity

 The most effective method for detecting
exoplanets from the surface of the Earth

 About 450 planets have been detected by
this method – but only 30 confirmed

 Radial velocity methods are used primarily
to aid in confirmation of exoplanets found
by other means



Gravitational Microlensing

 Possible if a massive star with a planet passes
in front of a background star, producing
gravitational microlensing

 Star-planet system must be quite far away

 The occurrence is a one-time event, never again
repeated and is quite rare

 Useful for discovering an exoplanet

 Not practical for studying an exoplanet

 Follow-up studies difficult because of distance

 May provide statistical data on existence of
exoplanets



Gravitational Microlensing



Gravitational Microlensing

 Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment
(OGLE)

 Polish-run project – using mainly telescope in
Chili

 Six discoveries have been made

 Microlensing Operations in Physics (MOA)

 New Zealand-run project with Japan

 Six discoveries have been made

 About 2000 microlensing events are seen per
year – but only a dozen planets found



Planetary Transit

 If the planet crosses in front of the primary
star, there will be a slight diminution in the
light (eclipse)

 As with radial velocity measures, we must
observe near the planet’s orbital plane

 Of limited capability from the surface of the
Earth – but the most common method
from space



As the planet transits the star, we measure
the light curve and observe a reduction in
light from the star

Planetary Transit



Planetary Transit

 The depth of a transit eclipse is less than
0.001 magnitude

 Limited success from the surface of the
Earth – six unique discoveries – one the
first exoplanet ever discovered: 51 Peg b

 From Earth orbit, the available photometric
accuracy (about 0.00005 mag) makes this
an especially productive approach



Circumstellar Disks

 Our theory of planet formation is that planets
accreted from dust around the host star

 Infrared observations of circumstellar disks thus
imply the existence of planetary formation, and
possibly existing planets

 Beta Pictoris was the first dusty disk discovered
– and a planet has been discovered

 HK Tauri is a close binary where each has a
circumstellar disk misaligned with the other



Circumstellar Disks

 The Spitzer space telescope, observing in infrared was
launched in 2003

 Discovered many instances of circumstellar dust around
other stars – 62% of Sun-like stars observed have dust
(enhanced infrared)

 Asteroid belts, Kuiper belts, and Oort clouds

 Liquid helium depleted in 2009, but mission still
contributing data

 The Herschel telescope (3.5 meter) in the Canary
Islands observes in near IR

 ALMA in the Atacama desert can observe in far IR
(submillimeter)



Direct Imaging
 The light from a planet is normally totally

overwhelmed by the light of the host star

 Coronagraph-type instruments can mask the
starlight and possibly permit observation of a
planet

 There are currently two Earth-based projects
operating in the high mountains of Chili –
SPHERE* and Gemini (8 meter mirror)

 Best done in space to avoid scattered light

* Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet Research



Direct observation from Earth of three planets orbiting HR8799



The Hubble telescope has observed a planet orbiting the
red giant Formalhaut



Space Observations

 All of these techniques can be greatly enhanced
by space-based observations

 Current contribution by spacecraft

 Hubble
Observation of Formalhaut

SWEEPS* Survey – 16 candidates near galactic
center – some with ultra-short periods

 Kepler
 Look for Earth-like planets by transit method

 Launched March 6, 2009

* Sagitarius Window Eclipsing Extrasolar Planet Search



SWEEPS

“Baade Window” is a dust-free
area near the galactic center
where we can view galactic-
bulge stars.



Space Observations (cont.)

 CoRoT

 French/EU – astroseismology (star quakes and
star spots) & extrasolar planet transits

Retired at the end of 2012

 Spitzer

 Infrared studies – now limited in capability



Kepler Spacecraft

 Launched in 2009 solely to find exoplanets

 The gyroscopic stabilization of the
spacecraft failed in July 2012

 The data collected for more than 3 years
of will support probably another 3 years of
data analysis

 The new K2 mission has been initiated,
resurrecting the spacecraft for further
observations – started in May 2014



Kepler K2 Mission

 The original mission pointed in a fixed direction
between Cygnus and Lyra – studying the same
stars for 3 years

 K2 will use solar photon pressure as a stabilizing
force, and will point in the ecliptic plane for 83
days. To avoid the sun, it will point in a different
direction every 83 days.

 Observational targets will include open clusters
and M-type stars



Kepler K2 Mission



Original Kepler Field of View



Kepler K2 Mission



Exoplanet Discoveries to Date

 1788 exoplanets listed in The Extrasolar Planets
Encyclopedia (http://exoplanet.eu). 1590 confirmed.

 The Encyclopedia lists objects up to 25 times the mass
of Jupiter, but 13 Jupiters is probably the line between
planet and brown dwarf

 The Kepler web site lists 4234 planet candidates and
978 confirmed planets (http://kepler.nasa.gov)

 Another interesting catalog contains a list of “interesting”
stars with planets
(http://jumk.de/astronomie/exoplanets/index.shtml)

http://exoplanet.eu/
http://kepler.nasa.gov/
http://jumk.de/astronomie/exoplanets/index.shtml


Exoplanet Discoveries to Date

 First discovered – 51Peg b – a hot Jupiter

 Nearest to Sun

 Possible: Alpha Centauri B – 4.4 ly

 Confirmed: Epsilon Eri b – 10.5 ly
Also has a Kuiper belt and two asteroid belts

 Oldest planet – 12.7 B years – around a pulsar
in a globular cluster

 One pulsar has 3 planets

 Youngest planet - LkCa 15 b – around a very
dusty T Tauri star – in process of congealing



Exoplanet Discoveries to Date

 We used to think that proto-stellar nebulae
formed either a double star or planets

 We now know of 73 binary systems with planets

 15 double stars with planet(s) orbiting both
stars (think Tatooine)

 The other cases are planet(s) orbiting one
component of a double star

 These systems force rethinking the formation of
stars and planets



Exoplanet Discoveries to Date

Kepler 47 has three planets orbiting a double star with a sun-like star
and a red dwarf - it is 5000 ly from Earth



Exoplanet Discoveries to Date

 55 Cancri system

 Double star (solar-type star with red dwarf
companion – 1000 AU away)

 Primary star has 5 planets – 2nd only to Kepler
11 which has 6

All are gas giants (range between 9xEarth to 4x
Jupiter)

One in “habitable zone” – but not rocky



Exoplanet Discoveries to Date
 System WASP-18

 Planet more massive than Jupiter

 Orbital period less than one earth day

 Probably in a “death spiral”

 Kapteyn’s Star – a very old star, probably a remnant of a
dwarf galaxy “eaten” by our Galaxy, has two planets

 Unexpectedly, many system have been found with
planets in chaotic orbits
 Not co-planar

 Retrograde orbits

 Several free-floating “rogue” planets have been found –
with no parent star. These may be very common.
 Example: WISE 0855–0714 – 7.3 ly away



Earth-like Exoplanets

 Kepler 186f

 M dwarf parent star (3800º F)

 490 ly away

 130 day period (0.4 AU)

 1.1 x Earth radius

 Receives about 1/3 the stellar energy of the
Earth

 Just at the outer edge of the habital zone



Kepler 186 System



Earth-like Exoplanets

 Kepler 22b

 Host star very similar to the Sun

 600 ly away

 290 day period (0.85 AU)

 2.4 x Earth radius

 Receives about 10% more stellar energy than
the Earth

 Because of size, could be a water world or
have a very dense atmosphere



Kepler 22b



Earth-like Exoplanets

 HD 40307g (discovered by radial velocity)

 Host star cooler than Sun (type K2)

 42 ly away

 198 day period (0.6 AU)

 2.4 x Earth radius

 Receives about 60% the stellar energy as
does the Earth

 Because of size, could be a water world or
have a very dense atmosphere



Earth-like Exoplanets

 HD 85512b (discovered by radial velocity)

 Host star cooler than Sun (type K5)

 36 ly away

 54 day period (0.26 AU)

 1.5 x Earth radius (estimate)

 Receives about 186% the stellar energy as
does the Earth

 Because of size, could be a water world



Earth-like Exoplanets

 Gliese 581 system
 6 planets around red dwarf

 Two in “habitable” zone

 6.2 pc from sun

 However, recent observations question the
two habitable planets



Gliese 581



Earth-like Exoplanets

 OGLE-2005-390L

 1 known planet

 5.5Earth

 In “habitable” zone (liquid water possible)

 6500 pc from sun

Originally discovered by Optical Gravitational
Lensing Experiment (Chile)



Earth-like Exoplanets

 MOA-2007-BLG-192L

 1 known planet

 3.7Earth

 In “habitable” zone (liquid water possible)

 6000 pc from sun

Originally discovered by Microlensing
Observations in Astrophysics (New Zealand)



Extra-Solar Life

 Of course our search for extra-solar life is
driven by search for sapient species

 Likely carbon-based life-forms that require
liquid water in their cells, and that oxygen and
carbon dioxide would be major atmospheric
constituents

 But remember, life on Earth did not start
as oxygen breathing



Extra Solar Life (cont.)

 On Earth we find life forms in many very hostile
environments

 Deep sea volcanic vents

 Deep, totally dark caves

 Frozen arctic wastes

 High arid deserts

 We expect there could be such life on solar
system moons

 Enceladus, Europa, Titan



Extra Solar Life (cont.)

Where do we look?
 Host stars in galactic “habital zones” – where there

are heavy elements and not too intense radiation

 Host stars that are stable over billions of years
 Relatively cool and long-lived

 Relatively inactive stars (minimal star spots, flares, wind)

 Host stars that are close enough to us for detailed
follow-on observation



Extra-Solar Life (cont.)

For what do we look?

 Planets in the circumstellar “habitable zone”
a.k.a. “Goldilocks Zone”

 Planets that are rocky – want a mix of land
and water

 Planets near Earth-size – want an
atmosphere with little hydrogen and helium



Circumstellar Habital Zone



How Do We Look?

 Radio listening – SETI project

 Study exoplanets in the “Goldilocks Zone”

 Spectrometry of planetary atmospheres

Evidence of water

Evidence of free oxygen

Evidence of carbon compounds

Evidence of seasonal changes

 Two recent detections of exo-water
 A Neptune-class planet with water vapor

 A brown dwarf with ice clouds



Dyson Sphere

 Freeman Dyson “thought experiment”

 The ultimate source of unlimited energy for
Earth would be to build a sphere of solar
energy collectors around the sun, to capture
as much of its energy as possible.

 An advanced extra-solar society might build
such a power system and we might be able to
detect it by its infrared re-radiation

 We could search for infrared excess due to
such a system



Summary

 Our solar system is not unique

 There are planets around many stars –
even unlikely host stars, such as binaries
and pulsars

 As the sophistication and precision of our
search methods improve, the count of
such exoplanets is very rapidly growing



Summary (cont.)

 Selection effects do not favor detection of
Earth-like planets, but they are apparently
so abundant that we find them anyway

 The focus of our interest is in Earth-like
planets in the “Goldilocks Zone” – and
eventually in detecting extra-solar life

 There are potentially 9 billion Earth-twins
in our galaxy
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